Introduction
Knowledge of the thermal contact resistance from a model is interesting for the simulation has grown considerably over the past two decades in almost all sectors of the industry ( aerospace, automotive , public works and electronic); the purpose of the simulation is often to make the sizing calculation of a thermal system or studying the improvement of production processes or formatting.
For a long time, the analysis of heat transfer through the solid/solid contact interfaces (the very thin heterogeneous layer) which extends on both sides of the theoretical contact arouses interest and identifies many works dedicated to the characterization of interfaces as the modeling of the thermal contact resistance "TCR". There may be mentionedthe recentworkof Belghali . M [ 1 ] , Larzabal.C [ 2 ] and Assefraoui. A [ 3] which have focused on the study of the interface structure. The main objective of this work is to provide or verify theoretical models of thermal contact resistance static " TCR " applicable to various configurations.
In fact we are interested in the evolution of the structure of the interface solid solid contact / between a smooth and infinitely rigid transparent material, and another rough and deformable. This interface is subject to a progressive loading. The contact parameter of interest is the area of real contact.
So our goal is to develop a methodology for the geometric and double thermal characterization of the contact interface. The aim is to establish the laws of evolution of the thermal contact resistance and heat flux depending on the contact surface, for this purpose, three pairs of materials are used: Steel / Steel, Steel/Copper and Steel/Nickel.
We have seen that the thermal contact resistance is the result of two resistors Rs and Rf . However the last depend on the parameters of contact and the nature of the interstitial medium . The study of contact mechanics shows that , for a given state with a given surface couple the evolution of the contact surface is strongly related to the operating conditions , namely the average interface temperature and pressure contact. Increasing the contact pressure has a very clear effect on the heat transfer between solid fused. This effect was studied practically by many authors [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 3 ] ,in the figure ( I.1.1 ) , we give an example of the result proposed by MOKRANI and BOUROUGA [ 13 ] . The tworesistorsR s andR f respectively characterizethe passagebythe solidcontact andthetheinterstitial medium. The authors [14, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15, and 16] found thattheapplication of pressureto the contactsectionexpands thesolid-solidcontact, buthas little effect onthe thickness of thefluidinterstitiel.ilsdeducedthatthe contact pressureisalmost exclusively on theR s component dueto the phenomenon ofconstriction offlow lines.
I.2. definition of the thermalcontact resistance
In the multilayer configuration, the quality of the thermal contact between the two layers can bedescribed by a single parameter which is the contact thermal resistance (TCR) . In most theoretical studies, it is assumed that the physical contact between two isotropic media is thermally perfect, while in reality, a thermal resistance of significant contact exists because of the presence of a thin intermediate or transition due to irregularities and surface roughness of materials in contact, as well as the possible presence of interstitial phase or impurities which are a barrier to the normal flow of heat flux presence . This resistance is especially important when dealing with solid contact. In this case, two modes of heat transfer are superimposed ( Figure  I .2.1): -a transfer by conduction at the contact areas -a complex transfer through the interstitial fluid.
In the case of the solidconductive medium, there is a convergence of flow lines to the contact areas where heat flow is easier called constriction effect. When the conductivity of the interstitial fluid is similar to that of the medium in contact, the effect of constriction becomes very small and can be neglected. In general, the value of the TCR varies between 10 -8 m
2
.KW -1 (near-perfect contact) and 10 -4 m 2 .KW -1 . Different values of the TCR in this range are used to test this model [17] , [18] .
Fig (I.2.1):
Heat transferat the interfaceof two solidinimperfect contact [19] II.
Description of the problem
When two solids are in contact, due to their roughness and unevenness of the surfaces, the contact is never performed on the entire exposed surface, but only in certain areas of very low surface to the visible surface. Bardon [20] Snaith et al [21] showed that the real contact area is about 1% of the apparent surface for metals.
Between the contact areas there is an interstitial space generally badconductor, which are a hindrance to heat transfer, which thereby passes preferentially at the contacts where the heat flow is facilitated. The temperature field is therefore significantly disrupted in the localized area either side of the interface. It results a constriction of the flow lines (Fig. II.1 ) which is responsible for the thermal contact resistance. Bardon [22] . The thermal contact resistance in the steady state is defined by:
WhereT1andT2are the twocontact temperaturesextrapolatedfieldundisturbedtemperaturestowards the geometriccontact interface (Fig. I.1 .b).
Fig (II.1):
Constrictionof the flux linesat thecontact zone.
To determine the TCR at the interface solid/solid during forming processes, several studies have so far favors an experimental approach to the problem. Analytical and numerical approaches when to allow it to determine, based on models of the TCR values corresponding to the geometric interface conditions and characteristics of materials used.
The mechanical compression loading of an interface solid-solid contact gives rise to a complex field of discrete deformation due to the distribution of contact points. Indeed, the two contacting surfaces will give rise to a quasi-isostatic contact and loading will first multiply the points of contact, increasing the high load will result in the spread of contact points a phenomenon coalescence of these points so the real area of contact changes.
The mechanical evolution of a metal surface is characterized by its topography that is essentially described by a function of the distribution of the heights about the distribution of heights of the rough surface relative to the reference plane, and the roughness parameters which describe the height of the asperities of a rough surface.
Many thermal problems lead us to consider the contact between two solids, one smooth and the other rough and rigid. It is two -dimensional solid plates of length L and height H, thickness δ touch filled with fluid, which is in our case air, active walls of the two solids are maintained at two different temperatures and uniform named respectively T C and T f ( T C > T f ) . Inactive walls are vertical walls X = 0 and X = L, which are thermally insulated. Considering that the contact between the two is imperfect solids applying pressure (FigureII.2)
Fig (II.2): Descriptionof the problem

II.2. simplifying assumptions
In order tosolvethis system of equationsabove,certainassumptions are used:
-Continuousand isotropicmedium. -Calculation modelis two-dimensionaland stationary.
-Theairis consideredincompressiblefluid and thetransfer modebyradiation negligible.
-Thevolume forcesare only due tothe accelerationof gravity.
-The physical properties ofair areindependent of temperatureexceptthe densityin the equationsof momentum.
-The speedsinvolved areweak andthe internalheat generationis negligibleq = 0.
-Theflow ofviscousheat dissipationis negligible: φ=0. 
II.3. Equationsgoverningthe problem
Thecontinuity equationexpressingthe law of conservationof mass foracontrolvolume of materialand the equationof momentumobtained fromthe secondlaw of dynamicsare respectivelyas follows:
Theconservationof energy equationexpressing thevariationoftotal poweris the sum oftheenergy variationdue to conductionand the internalheat production"q", and powervariation dueto the effect ofcompressibilityandviscousenergydissipation. either: These differentialequationswith partial derivatives form themathematical model of theflowlaminarnatural convectionof our problem.
II.3.2.dimensionlessequations
Theadimensionnalisationornormalizationis to transformthe dependent and independentvariablesindimensionless variables, that is to say, theywill benormalized with respectto certain characteristicsdimensions.Thisallows you to specifythe flow conditionswith alimited number of parametersto make theoverall solution.
In the processes ofheat transferby natural convection,the formulation indimensionlessvariablesis importantto simplifythe equationsgoverningthe flowandto guideexperimentsto be performed. In order to makethe above equationsin dimensionlessform, the following variablesare introduced: Along the axis y :
Therefore, theconservation equationsadimensionnalisationyieldedthedimensionless numbers, which characterizefluid flowandheat transferbetween two solidcontacting.
 Number ofGrashof
It is adimensionless numberusedin fluid mechanicsto characterize thenatural convectionin a fluid.Itis the ratioof gravitational forcestoviscous forces. It is definedby:
Where L C :The characteristic lengthbetween the hotandcold wall.
 Number ofRayleigh
It is adimensionless number, astheheat transfercharacteristicwithin afluid.This number is usedin fluid mechanics. Belowa critical value of2000, thetransfer takes placeby conduction,beyondthis value,it is the freeconvectionbecomes important.It is definedas follows:
It is adimensionlessnumber.It representsthe ratio of thediffusivityof momentum(orkinematic viscosity) and thermal diffusivity. It is definedas follows:
II.4.Boundary conditions
Solvingthe system of equationsobtained aboverequiresthe incorporation ofboundary conditions foreach variable.The temperature conditionsare knownon the walls. Theconditionsassociated with the problemlimits are: t > 0 : u = v = 0, y= 0, on the hot wall, T=T C . y = L, on the cold wall, T=T f . 
III. Descriptionof the objectives ofour study
The thermal contact resistance at the interface reflects the heat flow in parallel through both direct solid-solid track where the flow must pass through a constriction resistance denoted by R s and indirect path through the nip characterized by resistance of the fluid blade denoted R f . It is therefore considered as the resultant of these two parallel resistors R s and R f as: The contact areas between an interstitial space remains generally poor conductor , which is a barrier to heat transfer, which thereby passes preferentially at the contacts where the heat flow is facilitated. The temperature field is thereby significantly disturbed in the localized region of each side of the interface. This results in a constriction of the flow lines is responsible for the thermal contact resistance (RTC) .
In this work we are interested in the numerical study of the thermal conduction behavior at the points of contact and by natural convection air flow in the interstitial space between the two horizontal solid contact in 2D, length L = 2mm, and 0.15mm D = width of thickness δ , considering a rigid smooth surface and the other a rough triangular asperities of the same size . And the distribution of the mesh points and numerical simulation were made respectively in a mesh Gambit and Fluent CFD code.
The study is based on the influence of the pressure way which is through the development of the contact surface of the contact thermal resistance on the one hand, and on the other hand the heat flux . To this end we made five attempts on three pairs of solid materials ( steel-steel , steel -copper andsteel -nickel) .
IV. Numerical Simulation
Various problems of fluid mechanics are governed by the same equations, only the boundary conditions can be distinguished. The following boundary conditions are defined by the FLUENT code. At the entrance of the wall 4 to a temperature T = 500 K and the wall 1 has a temperature T = 300 K with g=9.81m/s 2 .
IV.1.1.Initial conditions
We initializethe parameters for calculatingrelative toconditions chosenlimits.The fluid used inthis study is theairfollowing physical properties: ρ = 1 kg /m 
V.1.2. measurementprinciple:
To perform the calculation, we have imposed a temperature T 1 = 500k on the wall of smooth and rigid solid (wall 4 is the hot wall) and the wall of rough solid temperature T 2 = 300K (one wall is the cold wall). We did the math for three couples and generated for each case studied the influence of temperature in the transition zone with the fluent code for a calculation of temperature at the interstitial interface.
IV.1.3. Les contours of temperature Static:
To determine the degradation temperature we define the line temperature in the region of contact. fig  (V.1) The variation ofthe static temperaturegradientincreases withthe evolution ofroughsurfaces.
IV.2.Contourtemperature variation
Fordetermining the variationof the temperature inthe transition regionthere are twolinesin the areabetween the two solidas shownin Figure( 
V. Results and discussion
To determine thethermalcontact resistanceandheat fluxat the interface, we present the results of thetables onthe graphsof the influence oftemperature and the realcontact areaattheTCRand the flowfor eachpair of materialsandthe comparison. For values of the heat flux, we note that the heat flux transmitted through the couple Steel/Copper reaching very satisfactory values for progressive loading. (Fig V.7) .
VI. Conclusion
The objective of this work was to contribute to the understanding of when thermal phenomena including the generation of heat by conduction in the imperfect contacts and influence of the flow of heat for this, we conducted an analysis thermal couples of steel / steel , steel / copper and steel / nickel in planar contact with passage of the temperature field. In the thermal modeling of an imperfect contact, we took into account the influence of some parameters on the evolution of the thermal contact resistance at the interfacial contact, which are: the load, and the contact surface temperature. The torque of the material is one of the most influencing parameters on the thermal behavior . It was found that the torque Steel / Copper we chose supports more heat than the other couple steel / steel or nickel in the heterogeneous area. The comparison between the results of these three materials showed that the heat flux at the contact steel / copper transmitted better than others, because of the low thermal contact resistance. The increase in the latter leads to a decrease in heat flow.
The results show that the most influencing parameters on the thermal contact resistance are: load, type of material, the surface of contact. Therefore, to increase the heat transfer at the contact surface , can be played on these settings to limit or minimize disruption of the flow of heat between the two contiguous solid . The first simulation results show that the evolution of the TCR depending on the contact pressure (contact surface ) is coherent and consistent with the literature. Simulation results show that the couple Steel / Copper is the best conductor of heat transfer ( heat flux ) in the heterogeneous area because of the high conductivity compared to other couples steel / nickel and steel / steel which is the couple lower. The parameters that influence the thermal contact resistance (TCR ) are progressive load ( changing the actual contact surface ) as can be seen in the results in Figure V 
